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Do you have a new 
product for our new 

products section? Send 
us the product and 100 
words of explanation.www.petstep.com

877-738-7837

The PetSTEP has a soft non-
slip ridged rubber surface not 
found on other ramps. It’s soft 
on paws and provides superior 
wet or dry traction. The ramp 
opens and closes with ease. The 
advanced plastic and fiberglass 
material is light and strong. The 
ramp can hold any size dog. It’s 
only 18.5lbs and has built-in 
carry handles for ease of trans-
port. The heavy-duty rubber 
grips at each end keep the ramp 
in place during use. Will not rust 
or corrode. Easily washable with 
soap and water. No sandpaper 
or carpeting to trap moisture.

 MSRP Price: $135.99

The PetSTEP II 
DogRamp

* Superior traction wet or dry.
* Opens and closes in seconds.
* Safely holds any weight dog.
* Reduces arthritis & dysplasia pain.
* Lightweight (18.5 pounds).
* Will not rust or corrode.

 The Perfect Leash®

The products are made of 
proprietary polyurethane that 
stretches. The stretch takes the 
shock out of walking any size 
dog. Both leashes feature pat-
ented, comfort-grip handles. 
Unruly or pulling dogs are 
automatically corrected with 
these leashes. All products are 
weatherproof, withstand UV 
rays, remain soft and pliable 
even in extreme cold, mold and 
mildew resistant, and won’t 
absorb doggy odors. These 
products will not fray, crack or 
become brittle and work very 
well in water, sports or regular 
walking.

MSRP: $24.99 - $34.99
 610-965-4356

www.theperfectleash.com

Chef’sChoice® Diamond 
Hone® Knife Sharpener #4623

This breakthrough, versatile 
3-stage manual knife sharpener 
is engineered to restore and 
recreate both a 20 degree edge 
for European and American 
style knives and a 15 degree 
edge for Asian style knives. It 
will quickly and easily sharpen 
virtually all quality cutlery in-
cluding straight edge kitchen 
and household knives as well 
as Santoku, sports, pocket and 
serrated knives.

The M4623 features separate 
sharpening and honing stages 
to provide razor sharp double 
bevel edges that are stronger 
and last longer. All three stages 
use Chef’sChoice® signature 
100% diamond abrasives. It 
requires no guesswork and is 
fast and easy to use whether 
you’re right or left-handed. The 
ergonomic design fits all hands 
and the slip resistant rubber feet 
hold fast to the work surface. 
Made in the USA.

www.edgecraft.com
800-342-3255
MSRP $29.95


